Equivariant maps inducing an equivalence of the categories of components of the fixed point sets of topologically cyclic subgroups are considered. It is shown that they are the same as those inducing an equivalence of the categories of components of the fixed point sets of finite cyclic subgroups. It follows that equivariant maps inducing a bijection of maximal ideals of the appropriate equivariant A"-theory rings coincide with those which give bijection on the sets of all prime ideals. As a corollary we obtain that a group homomorphism inducing bijection of maximal ideals of the representation rings is an isomorphism.
FINITE CYCLIC SUBGROUPS DETERMINE THE SPECTRUM
OF THE EQUIVARIANT tf-THEORY AGNIESZKA BOJANOWSKA (Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)
Abstract. Equivariant maps inducing an equivalence of the categories of components of the fixed point sets of topologically cyclic subgroups are considered. It is shown that they are the same as those inducing an equivalence of the categories of components of the fixed point sets of finite cyclic subgroups. It follows that equivariant maps inducing a bijection of maximal ideals of the appropriate equivariant A"-theory rings coincide with those which give bijection on the sets of all prime ideals. As a corollary we obtain that a group homomorphism inducing bijection of maximal ideals of the representation rings is an isomorphism.
In this paper we study equivariant maps of spaces with group action from the point of view of the equivariant K-iheory. Let G and G' be compact Lie groups and X, X' be G and G' spaces respectively. Throughout this paper we assume that all spaces are compact equivariant ENR's (cf. [tD, 5.2] ). An equivariant map between X and X', denoted (8, f): (G, X) -» (G', X'), consists of a homomorphism 8: G -► G' and a continuous map f:X->X' such that for every x £ X, f(gx) = 8(g) f(x). To a G space X we associate the category C(G, X) which describes the components of the fixed point sets of topologically cyclic subgroups of G. By a topologically cyclic subgroup we mean a closure of a subgroup generated by one element. We recall the definition of C(G,X) (cf. [Q, B] ).
1. Definition. The objects of C(G, X) are pairs (S, c), where S is a topologically cyclic subgroup of G and c c X ^ 0 is a connected component;
(S2,c2)) = {g£G: gSxg~l CS2, gcx Dc2}/ «, where g ~ g' iff for every s £ Sx , gsg~l = g'sg'~l . We will denote by [g] a morphism defined by g £ G.
The assignment to a c7-space X a category C(G, X) is natural since a map
by means of the formulas:
, where by fc we denote the connected component of X containing f(c). The purpose of the present paper is to prove that to check if (8, /)# is an equivalence it suffices to look at the fixed-point sets of finite cyclic subgroups of G and G'.
Let CF(G,X) denote the full subcategory of C(G,X) consisting of all objects (S, c) £ C(G, X) such that S is a finite cyclic subgroup of G.
If (8, f)#: C(G, X) -* C(G' ,X') is an equivalence, then clearly (8, f)#:
CF(G, X) -* CF(G', X1) also is an equivalence. We prove that the converse is also true (Theorem 8).
The problem is related to studying equivariant maps from the point of view of the equivariant AT-theory. A map (8, f): (G, X) -► (G', X1) induces a ring homomorphism (8, f)* : KQ,(X') -+ KG(X) of the corresponding equivariant AT-theory rings, which in turn defines a map of their prime ideal spectra (8, /),: SpecKG(X) -+ Spec Kg, {X'). The maps (8, f):
SpecKG(X) -* Spec A^ (.if') are characterized as those inducing an equivalence of categories (8, f)#: C(G, X) -» C(G', X1), [B, Theorem 5.2] . Hence in particular we may conclude that any map inducing an equivalence (8, f)#:
The corollaries to Theorem 8 are formulated as Theorem 9 and Corollary 10.
The proof of the main result depends on an approximation of a topologically cyclic group by its finite cyclic subgroups.
2. Definition. For a given object (S, c) £ C(G, X) we will say that a sequence (Sn, cn) £ CF(G, X) approximates (S, c) iff Sn is an ascending sequence of finite cyclic subgroups of S whose union is dense in S and cn = c for all « .
3. Proposition. Let X be a compact G-ENR. For every (S, c) £ C(G, X) there exists a sequence (Sn , cn) £ CF(G, X) approximating (S, c).
Proof. If S is a topologically cyclic group then S = Tm x Ck , where Tm is a torus group and Ck is a cyclic group of order k . Let px, ... , pm be distinct primes relatively prime to k . The group S" = Cn such that (g'S1 g'~{, g'c) £ im(8, f)# .
Proof. Let (S'n , c) £ CF(G', X') be a sequence approximating (S', c). We will inductively define a sequence of objects (Sn, cn) £ CF(G, X), for which S"_i Q Sn , cn ç cn_x and such that all subsets of G' defined by the formula:
A" = {g € An_x : (gS'ng'-X, g'c') = (8, f)#(Sn , cn)} will be nonempty. By (*) there exists (Sx, cx) £ CF(G, X) such that (0, f)#(Sx, cx) is isomorphic to (S[, c ) in CF(G', X1). Let Ax = {g £ G': (g's'xg'-1, g'c) = (8,f)#(Sx ,cx)}¿0. Now assume that the sequence has been defined up to « -1. Let (Sn, cn) be any object such that (0, f)#(Sncn) = (hS'nh~l, he') for some h £ G'. By the assumption (*) :
M™eW,X)Wn-l>cn-l)>iSn,en)) = MorCF{G, ^((8, f)#(Sn_x, cn_x),(8,f)#(Sn,cn)) = MotCF(G, x>)((g's'n_xg'~l, g'c'), (hS'nh~l,hc)) for some chosen g £ An_x.
Let g £ G be such that [g] £ MorCF{GX)((Sn_x, cn_x), (Sn, cn)) and 5. Lemma. If (0, f)#: CF(G, X) -» CF(G', X') is an equivalence, then for every topologically cyclic subgroup S ç G such that X ^ 0, the homomorphism 8 restricted to S is a monomorphism. Proof. Suppose that ker(0|5) ^ {1}. Let Sx ç S be a finite nontrivial cyclic subgroup contained in ker(0|5) and let c, be a connected component of X ' . Let c be the connected component of X containing c,. Then the induced map
is a bijection. But this is impossible since the first set is empty and the second consists of one element. Hence ker(8\s) = {1}. D
To prove that (0, f)# : C(G, X) -> C(G', X1) is an equivalence we still must show that for arbitrary (Sx, cx), (S2, c2) £ C(G, X), the induced map:
is a bijection. We first show that it is surjective. There is a correspondence between maximal ideals and objects of CF(G, X) described in [B, Proposition 4.7] . It leads to a natural homeomorphism a: indlimCir(C x) MSptcR(S) -» MSpecKG(X), [B, Theorem 3.7, Lemma 4.2] . This enables us to repeat almost word by word part of [B, Proof of Theorem 5.2] and obtain the following: 9. Theorem. Let (8, f) : (G, X) -> (G1, X') be an equivariant map. Then the following conditions are equivalent :
(a) (0, f)t: SpecA'c(X) -* SpecKG,(X') is a bijection; (b) (8, /)" : MSpecKG(X) -» MSpecKG,(X') is a bijection; (c) (0, f)#: C(G, X) -* C(G', X') is an equivalence; (d) (8, f)# : CF(G, X) 4i CF(G', X') is an equivalence. J. McClure (cf. [Mc] ).
In the case X -X' -pt one can prove that a homomorphism 0 : G -> G' inducing an equivalence of categories C(G) -> C(G') must be an isomorphism (cf. [B, M] ). Hence we obtain: 10. Corollary. If 8: G -► G' is a homomorphism of compact Lie groups inducing a bijection of maximal ideals of their complex representation rings then 8 is an isomorphism.
